**Course Description**

Speech-language pathologists are being asked to diagnose and treat complex fluency cases. The scope and nature of the fluency cases can make differential diagnosis and treatment challenging. This workshop will provide strategies for diagnosis and treatment in four areas of fluency disorders: cluttering, bilingualism, intensive treatment for children who stutter, and treatment focusing on communication excellence. Confusion over the definition of cluttering has created difficulty in identifying and treating cluttering. In this workshop, Dr. Kathleen Scaler Scott will present the latest research and clarify existing myths about cluttering. A straightforward definition will be presented and applied to strategies for assessment, differential diagnosis and treatment. Specific cluttering treatment strategies will be presented.

**About the Speakers**

**Kathleen Scaler Scott, Ph.D., CCC-SLP**

Kathleen Scaler Scott is a practicing Speech-Language Pathologist, Board Certified Fluency Specialist, and Associate Professor of Speech-Language Pathology at Misericordia University. Her research interests are largely in cluttering, atypical disfluency, and clinician training and treatment effectiveness. She is the co-editor of Cluttering: A Handbook of Research, Intervention, and Education (Psychology Press, 2011), co-author of Managing Cluttering: A Comprehensive Guidebook of Activities (Pro-Ed, Inc., 2013), and author of the forthcoming book Fluency Plus: Managing Fluency Disorders in Individuals with Multiple Diagnoses (SLACK, Inc.). Dr. Scaler Scott has spoken nationally and internationally on the topics of fluency and social pragmatic disorders. She was the first Coordinator of the International Cluttering Association.

**Disclosure:**

Financial: Co-author and co-editor of books on cluttering published by Psychology Press and Pro Ed.

Travel costs incurred by this speaker are being reimbursed from the proceeds of this conference.


**Courtney T. Byrd, Ph.D., CCC-SLP**

Courtney T. Byrd, Ph.D., CCC-SLP is an Associate Professor at The University of Texas-Austin. Her research interests include the study of speech-language contributions to childhood stuttering and the development of innovative treatment and clinical training tools. Dr. Byrd’s research laboratory received an endowment in 2012 and was renamed the Dr. Jennifer and Emanuel Bodner Developmental Stuttering Laboratory. In 2014, she was awarded an additional endowment to establish the Michael and Tami Lang Stuttering Institute, a non-profit organization that provides evidence-based clinical services at no charge to persons of all ages who stutter, for which Dr. Byrd serves as the Founding Director. Dr. Byrd has published her research in a variety of peer-reviewed journals including but not limited to Journal of Speech, Language and Hearing Research, PLOS One, Journal of Fluency Disorders, Journal of Communication Disorders, Language, Speech, and Hearing Services in the Schools, American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology and Clinical Linguistics and Phonetics. She has also published several book chapters and presented her research nationally and internationally.

**Disclosure:**


Travel costs incurred by this speaker are being reimbursed from the proceeds of this conference.

Non-Financial: Founding Director of the Lang Stuttering Institute.
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Sponsored by NSSLHA
Schedule of Events
Friday, October 20, 2017  Day ONE
D DAY ONE is offered for 3 CE hours

11:30 - 12:15 Registration
12:15 - 12:45 Introductions
12:45 - 2:15 Cluttering: Definitions and Differential Diagnosis - Dr. Scaler Scott
2:15 - 2:30 Break
2:30 - 4:00 Bilingualism and Stuttering
   Dr. Courtney Byrd

Saturday, October 21, 2017  Day TWO
D DAY TWO is offered for 6 CE hours

8:00 - 8:30 Registration / Hospitality
8:30 - 10:00 Cluttering: Assessment - Dr. Scaler Scott
10:00 - 10:30 Break
10:30 - 12:00 Stuttering Camps - Dr. Courtney Byrd
12:00 - 1:15 Lunch - On your own or
   Speaker’s / Donors Luncheon - (Pre. Reg.)
1:15 - 2:45 Cluttering: Treatment - Dr. Scaler Scott
2:45 - 3:15 Breaks
3:15 - 4:45 Communication Excellence - Dr. Courtney Byrd
4:45 - 5:00 Closing Comments

Day ONE and Day TWO are offered for a combined 9 CE hours

Directions and Parking
California State University Fullerton -
Titan Student Union – University Conference Center
http://www.fullerton.edu/campusmap/

Park in the State College Parking Structure (SCPS)
Parking permit required for Friday only. $8.00 for day pass at parking ticket vending machines on floors 2, 4, 6.
Look for student volunteers at the parking structure entrance off of State College Blvd. / Gymnasium Drive

Cancellation Policy
Cancellation must be accompanied by a written notice and be received by October 4th. No refunds will be made after this date. A processing fee of $10 will be deducted from the refund.

Complex Issues In Fluency:
Cluttering, Bilingualism, Intensive Treatment, Communication Excellence

Registration Form
Name______________________________
email ______________________________
Address______________________________
City_________________ State____ Zip_____
Phone______________________________
Work Setting_________________________
Title______________________________
Sp License #_____________ Exp. Date ________

Registration Fees:
Pre Oct. 4  Post Oct 4
Friday Only (day ONE - 3 CE hrs)
CSHA Members / SLPA  $50  $60
Others $60 $70
Saturday Only (day TWO - 6 CE hrs)
CSHA Members $150 $170
Others $170 $180
SPLA $75 $85
Both Days (day ONE & TWO - 9 CE hrs)
CSHA Members $190 $220
Others $220 $230
Students $50 $50
(CSU Students’ fees are complimentary)
SPLA $85 $110

(A please circle & fill in the fee that applies)
Back this year - CEU Admin. Charges to be added:
   CA State / CSHA CE $5.00
   ASHA CEU $5.00

Back this year - Tax Deductible Donation to CCWS:
Donate $50 or more and be included in the Set. Speakers Luncheon at the Titan Student Center Donation Amount

Amount Due
Make check to: Auxiliary Service Corporation-ASC
Purchase orders accepted (No Credit Cards)
Mail registration to:
Gary Montooth, Chairperson
11 Wintermist, Irvine CA 92614
949-874-2282
gmontooth@cox.net

Continuing Education Credit
ASHA CEU Hours

The California Speech-Language-Hearing Association is approved by the Continuing Education Board of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) to provide continuing education activities in speech-language pathology and audiology. See course information for number of ASHA CEUs, institutional level and content area. ASHA CE Provider approval does not imply endorsement of course content, specific products or clinical procedures.

Day ONE is available for 0.3 CEUs (Intermediate Level, Professional Area)
Day TWO is available for 0.6 CEUs (Intermediate Level, Professional Area)

State License CE Hours
California Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology Board: This program meets the qualification for 3, 6, or 9 hours of continuing professional development credit for Speech-Language Pathologists and Audiologists as required by the California Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology Board. CSHA/PDP#1

FULL DAY(S) ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED FOR CEUs / CE